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The cardinal direction calculus (CDC) proposed by Goyal and Egenhofer is a very expressive
qualitative calculus for directional information of extended objects. Early work has shown
that consistency checking of complete networks of basic CDC constraints is tractable, while
reasoning with the CDC in general is NP-hard. This paper shows, however, that if some
constraints are unspeciﬁed, then consistency checking of incomplete networks of basic CDC
constraints is already intractable. This draws a sharp boundary between the tractable and
intractable subclasses of the CDC. The result is achieved by a reduction from the well-
known 3-SAT problem.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Direction relations between extended spatial objects are important commonsense knowledge. Most existing direction
relation models approximate a spatial object by a point (e.g., its centroid) or a box. This is certainly imprecise in real-world
applications such as describing the directional information between two countries, say, Portugal and Spain [16].
Goyal and Egenhofer [6,5] proposed the direction relation matrix (DRM) for representing direction relations between con-
nected plane regions. The original description of the DRM lacks formality and does not consider limit cases. This problem
was ﬁxed in [16], in which the model is called the cardinal direction calculus (CDC). When representing the direction of the
primary object to a reference object, the CDC approximates the reference object by a box while leaving the primary object
unaltered. Therefore, the exact geometry of the primary object is used to a certain extent in the representation of the direc-
tion. The CDC has 218 basic relations [5], each of which represents certain deﬁnite directional information between objects.
Non-basic relations, which are unions of basic relations, represent indeﬁnite directional information between objects.
The CDC as a qualitative calculus is unlike other well-known qualitative calculi such as the Interval Algebra (IA) [1] and
RCC8 [13]. The identity relation is not a CDC relation, but is contained in a unique basic CDC relation. The CDC is not closed
under either converse or composition. This means that the converse of a basic CDC relation (or the composition of two basic
CDC relations) may not be a CDC relation, i.e., it may not be the union of some basic CDC relations [6,3,16,11].
Consistency checking is the central reasoning problem in the CDC (and any other qualitative calculus). Given a network
of CDC constraints
N = {viδi j v j}ni, j=1 (each δi j is a CDC relation) (1)
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2156 W. Liu, S. Li / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 175 (2011) 2155–2169Fig. 1. Illustrations of the symmetric ULC relation: (a) an instance (a,b) of the ULC relation; (b) an instance (r1, r2) of the rectangle relation s ⊗ fi; (c) an
instance (r3, r4) of the rectangle relation si ⊗ f.
over n spatial variables v1, . . . , vn , we say N is consistent (or satisﬁable) if there exist n connected plane regions a1, . . . ,an
such that (ai,a j) is an instance of δi j for any 1  i, j  n. If the relations δi j are all taken from a subclass S of the CDC,
we write RSAT(S) for the consistency decision problem restricted to S . In particular, RSAT(CDC) denotes the consistency
decision problem in the CDC.
To solve the general consistency problem of a qualitative calculus, one frequently used approach is to devise local con-
sistency algorithms to completely solve the decision problem over a subclass S of the calculus, which contains all basic
relations, and then use a backtracking method to solve the whole decision problem. We call a complete network N of basic
constraints k-consistent if all subnetworks of N that involve k variables are consistent.1 In particular, for a complete network
of basic constraints, 3-consistency is equivalent to path-consistency (see e.g. [9] for detailed discussion).
For the IA and RCC8, it is known that path-consistency implies the consistency of complete basic networks. Examples
(see e.g. [16, Example 9] and [11, Example 4]) show, however, that local k-consistency, in particular path-consistency, is
insuﬃcient to determine the consistency of complete basic networks in the CDC. This makes reasoning with the CDC a very
diﬃcult problem. For a long time, it was not even known whether consistency checking in the CDC is decidable.
The consistency checking problems with the CDC and/or related formalisms have been discussed in several papers in the
literature [3,16,17,11]. In particular, Liu et al. [11] provided a cubic algorithm for checking the consistency of complete basic
CDC networks and proved that reasoning with the CDC in general is an NP-complete problem. This means that RSAT(Bdir) is
tractable but RSAT(CDC) is not, where Bdir represents the set of all basic CDC relations. Before this work, we did not know
whether the CDC has larger tractable subclasses, not to mention ﬁnding maximal tractable subclasses and determining the
boundary between the tractable and intractable subclasses of the CDC.
To ﬁnd maximal tractable subclasses of a qualitative calculus, one frequently used technique is to propagate the tractabil-
ity of a subclass to its closure in the calculus under converse, intersection, and weak composition (i.e., the smallest relation
in the calculus which contains the composition, see e.g. [10]). This technique was ﬁrst developed in reasoning with the
IA [12], and then applied to reasoning with RCC8 [15,9] and general qualitative calculi in which path-consistency implies
the consistency of a complete basic network [14]. Because the CDC does not have this property, the applicability of this
technique is not immediately clear.
When discussing topological inference, Grigni et al. [7] distinguished between two important special cases of constraint
networks that are of interest. In the explicit case, all constraints are basic (the relation for each pair of variables is speci-
ﬁed). In the conjunctive case some constraints are basic while all the others are unspeciﬁed. This latter situation “arises in
geographic applications where the relation between objects in the same map is known, but not [sic] explicit information is
given about objects in different maps [7]”.
The consistency decision problem of explicit constraint networks corresponds to RSAT(Bdir), and that of conjunctive
constraint networks corresponds to RSAT(Bdir ∪ {∗}), where ∗ is the universal relation, i.e., the union of all basic relations.
Having seen that Bdir is a tractable subclass of the CDC [11], it would be natural to conjecture that Bdir ∪ {∗} is also a
tractable subclass of the CDC. This paper shows that this is not the case. Note that the universal relation is the weak
composition of two basic CDC relations [11]. This suggests that the propagation technique used in [12,15,9,14] fails to ﬁnd
the maximal tractable subclasses of the CDC.
It seems that the CDC is the ﬁrst qualitative calculus in which reasoning with conjunctive constraints has complexity
different from that of reasoning with explicit constraints.
We obtain the result by showing that there is a polynomial reduction from the 3-SAT problem to RSAT(Bdir ∪ {∗}). The
reduction is devised based on the observation that some relations outside the CDC are deﬁnable in the CDC (see Deﬁnition 3).
In particular, the upper left corner (ULC) relation (see Fig. 1 for illustrations) is deﬁned by using only basic CDC constraints,
where two bounded regions have the ULC relation if their minimum bounding rectangles (mbrs) are incomparable, i.e.,
neither rectangle is contained in the other, although they have the same upper left corner point. When considering only
rectangles, the ULC relation is exactly the union of two basic rectangle relations, namely s ⊗ fi and its converse si ⊗ f, where
s, f are basic relations in the IA, and si and fi are their converses (see Table 2 for the meanings of basic IA relations). Write
 for the ULC relation. We note that  is not a CDC relation. The consistency decision problem over Bdir ∪ {∗} is, informally
speaking, equivalent to that over Bdir ∪ {∗,}. The NP-hardness of Bdir ∪ {∗,} is then what one would expect.
1 Note that this notion of k-consistency is different from the usual one deﬁned on a ﬁnite universe [4].
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Notation.
Notation Meaning
a,b, c regions
Ix(a), I y(a) the x- and y-projections of a
M(a) the minimum bounding rectangle (mbr) of a
α,β basic IA relations
α ⊗ β a basic RA relation
δ1: · · · :δk a basic CDC relation
u, v,w spatial variables
‖ the right-side parallel relation with gap (parallel relation for short)
 the upper left corner (ULC) relation
Nα⊗β the basic CDC network that deﬁnes a subset of α ⊗ β
N‖ the basic CDC network that deﬁnes ‖
N the basic CDC network that deﬁnes 
φ a 3-SAT instance
p, pr , ps, pt propositional variables
p∗r , p∗s , p∗t propositional literals
c, c j propositional clauses
Np the basic CDC network for propositional variable p
NV the basic CDC network for all propositional variables in V
Nc the basic CDC network for propositional clause c
Nφ the basic CDC network for 3-SAT instance φ
f p, f¬p, f 0p the frame spatial variables for propositional variable p
up ,u¬p the dual spatial variables for propositional variable p
vc the spatial variable for propositional clause c
wc0,w
c
rs,w
c
st ,w
c
1 the ‘pier’ spatial variables for propositional clause c
u∗r the spatial variable corresponding to p∗r (it is either ur or u¬r )
Xc the spatial variable set {wc0,u∗r ,wcrs,u∗s ,wcst ,u∗t ,wc1}
Such a technique for deﬁning relations outside a qualitative calculus was also used in [8] for generalizing the tractability
of subclasses of the IA.
Our reduction does not require regions to be connected. Therefore, the above NP-hardness result is also applicable to
CDCd , a variant of the CDC which deals with cardinal direction relations between possibly disconnected plane regions [17,
11]. That is, the consistency decision problem of incomplete basic CDCd networks is also an NP-hard problem. This suggests
that the O (n5) consistency checking algorithm proposed in [17] is incomplete.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the CDC and some basic notions used in this paper.
Section 3 shows examples of relations outside the CDC that are deﬁnable in the CDC. The main result is proved in Section 4,
which is followed by an analysis of the correctness of the O (n5) algorithm in [17]. The last section concludes the paper.
Table 1 summarizes major and special notations used in this paper.
2. Cardinal direction calculus: Deﬁnitions and basic notations
In this section, we introduce deﬁnitions and basic notations of the cardinal direction calculus. We refer the reader to
[11] for further discussions about this calculus.
The CDC is a calculus deﬁned over connected plane regions. As usual, a region is deﬁned as a nonempty regular closed
subset of the plane. We assume all regions, if not stated otherwise, are bounded. We say a region is connected if it has a
connected interior. Note that a connected region may have a disconnected exterior, i.e., it may have holes.
For a bounded set b in the real plane, let
x−(b) = inf{x: (x, y) ∈ b}, x+(b) = sup{x: (x, y) ∈ b}, (2)
y−(b) = inf{y: (x, y) ∈ b}, y+(b) = sup{y: (x, y) ∈ b}. (3)
We write
Ix(b) =
[
x−(b), x+(b)
]
, I y(b) =
[
y−(b), y+(b)
]
. (4)
Let
M(b) = Ix(b) × I y(b). (5)
We call M(b) the minimum bounding rectangle (mbr) of b, and call Ix(b) and I y(b) the x- and y-projections of b respectively.
Clearly, M(b) is the smallest rectangle which contains b and has sides parallel to the axes.
By extending the four edges of M(b), we partition the plane into nine tiles, denoted as NW (b),N(b),NE(b),W (b), O (b),
E(b), SW (b), S(b), SE(b) (see Fig. 2(a)). Note that each tile is a (bounded or unbounded) connected region, and the inter-
section of two tiles is of dimension lower than two.
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The notion of direction relation matrix was ﬁrst proposed by Goyal and Egenhofer [6] for representing the cardinal
direction between extended spatial objects.
Deﬁnition 1 (Direction relation matrix). Suppose a,b are two bounded connected regions. Take b as the reference object, and
a as the primary object. The cardinal direction of a to b is encoded in a 3× 3 Boolean matrix
dir(a,b) =
⎡
⎣d
NW dN dNE
dW dO dE
dSW dS dSE
⎤
⎦ , (6)
where for each tile name χ ∈ {NW ,N,NE,W , O , E, SW , S, SE}
dχ = 1 ⇔ a◦ ∩ χ(b) 
=∅, (7)
where a◦ is the interior of a and χ(b) denotes the χ -tile of b. The cardinal direction relation of a to b is compactly
represented in the form δ1:δ2: · · · :δk , where {δ1, δ2, . . . , δk} is the set of tile names χ such that dχ = 1.
Take the two regions a,b in Fig. 2(b) as example. The cardinal direction relation of a to b is N:NE:E and that of b to a
is W :O :SW :S .
There are altogether 218 cardinal direction relations [5]. Write Bdir for the set of these relations. Then each pair of
connected regions is related by one and only one relation in Bdir . This means that Bdir is a set of jointly exhaustive and
pairwise disjoint (JEPD) relations. The cardinal direction calculus (CDC) is the Boolean algebra generated by Bdir . Relations in
Bdir are called basic relations of the CDC, and non-basic CDC relations are unions of basic relations. The universal relation,
denoted by ∗, is in particular the union of all basic CDC relations.
Remark 1. Note that in the above deﬁnition we assume connected regions. When possibly disconnected regions are consid-
ered, the calculus is called the cardinal direction calculus for possibly disconnected regions, written as CDCd . There are 511
basic relations in CDCd [17,11].
Deﬁnition 2 (Network, consistency, solution). Suppose {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is a set of spatial variables. We call
N = {viδi j v j}ni, j=1 (8)
a network of CDC constraints, or a CDC network for short, if each δi j is a CDC relation. Let S be a set of CDC relations. We
say N is a network over S if each δi j is a relation in S . If S = Bdir , then N is called a complete basic CDC network; if
S = Bdir ∪ {∗}, then N is called a possibly incomplete basic CDC network. We say N is an incomplete basic CDC network, if it
is over Bdir ∪ {∗} and at least one δi j is the universal relation ∗.
We say N is satisﬁable, or consistent, if there exist connected regions a1,a2, . . . ,an such that (ai,a j) ∈ δi j for any 1 
i, j  n. In this case, we say {a1,a2, . . . ,an} is a solution of N .
Remark 2. If δi j is the universal relation ∗, we often omit the constraint viδi j v j in the network.
3. Deﬁne relations outside the CDC
Non-basic CDC relations are formed by taking unions of basic relations. Relations outside the CDC may be deﬁned in the
CDC in the following sense.
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Basic IA relations and their converses, where x = [x−, x+], y = [y−, y+] are two intervals.
Relation Symbol Converse Meaning
Before p pi x− < x+ < y− < y+
Meets m mi x− < x+ = y− < y+
Overlaps o oi x− < y− < x+ < y+
Starts s si x− = y− < x+ < y+
During d di y− < x− < x+ < y+
Finishes f fi y− < x− < x+ = y+
Equals eq eq x− = y− < x+ = y+
Fig. 3. Illustrations of relations deﬁned by CDC networks (a) Ns⊗f , (b) No⊗f , (c) No⊗fi , and (d) No⊗eq .
Deﬁnition 3 (Deﬁnable relation). We say a relation γ is deﬁnable in the CDC, if there exists a CDC network N over Bdir ∪ {∗}
and over variables {u, v,w1, . . . ,wk} (k 0), such that
γ = {(a,b): (∃c1, . . . , ck) s.t. (a,b, c1, . . . , ck) is a solution of N}. (9)
In such a case, we also say that the relation γ is deﬁned by N (with respect to variables u and v). Here variables w1, . . . ,wk
are called auxiliary variables.
A relation which is deﬁnable in the CDC is not necessarily a CDC relation.
The polynomial reduction from 3-SAT to RSAT(Bdir ∪ {∗}) that will be introduced in Section 4 relies heavily on one
particular relation which is deﬁnable in the CDC, namely, the upper left corner (ULC) relation (see Fig. 1). Before discussing
the ULC relation, we ﬁrst review basic notions of the Rectangle Algebra and then introduce some examples of CDC deﬁnable
relations that are closely related to basic rectangle relations.
The Rectangle Algebra (RA) [2] is a qualitative calculus deﬁned on rectangles having sides which are parallel to the x-
and y-axes. Relations in the RA can be naturally extended to the set of all bounded regions. For two bounded regions a,b,
the basic RA relation of a to b is written as α ⊗ β , where α,β are basic IA relations such that Ix(a)α Ix(b) and I y(a)β I y(b).
Table 2 summarizes the notations and deﬁnitions of the basic IA relations. For each basic RA relation α ⊗ β , the following
equation is clear.
(a,b) ∈ α ⊗ β ⇔ (M(a), M(b)) ∈ α ⊗ β. (10)
We next give some examples for relations deﬁnable in the CDC, which will be used in the reduction in Section 4.
Example 1. Consider the relation deﬁned by the following basic CDC network
Ns⊗f = {u O v, v E:SE:S:O u}. (11)
It is easy to see that if (a,b) satisﬁes Ns⊗f , then M(a) is contained in, and shares the upper left corner point with, M(b)
(cf. Fig. 3(a)). In terms of the RA language, we have (M(a),M(b)) ∈ s ⊗ f. The converse does not always hold, i.e., (a,b)
may not be a solution to Ns⊗f even if (M(a),M(b)) ∈ s ⊗ f. This is because the CDC relation of b to a could be, for
example, E:SE:S . In other words, the relation deﬁned by Ns⊗f is actually a proper subset of s ⊗ f. When only rectangles are
considered, it is straightforward to see that s ⊗ f is exactly the relation deﬁned by Ns⊗f .
Similarly, we deﬁne
No⊗f = {u W :O v, v E:SE:S:O u}, (12)
No⊗fi = {u S:SW :W :O v, v E:O u}, (13)
No⊗eq = {u W :O v, v E:O u}. (14)
Fig. 3 shows illustrations for the relations deﬁned by these networks.
The above relations do not involve auxiliary variables. We next introduce two relations that are deﬁned by CDC networks
involving auxiliary variables.
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Fig. 5. Illustrations for a solution of N , where a,b are rectangles, and c1, c2 are the shaded region in (a) and (b) respectively.
Example 2. We say a is right-side parallel with gap (or parallel for short) to b, if Ix(a) pi Ix(b) and I y(a) = I y(b), i.e., a is to
the east of b (with gap) and has the same y-projection as b (see Fig. 4). This relation is deﬁned by the following basic CDC
network
N‖ = {u E w,w E v, v W u}, (15)
where w is an auxiliary variable.
The parallel relation is strictly contained in the basic CDC relation E . Our next example is the upper left corner relation.
Deﬁnition 4. Two bounded plane regions a,b are said to have the upper left corner (ULC) relation, denoted as (a,b), if the
mbrs of a,b are incomparable, i.e., M(a)M(b) and M(b)M(a), and have the same upper left corner point, or in the
RA language, (M(a),M(b)) is an instance of either s ⊗ fi or its converse si ⊗ f (see Fig. 1).
The two possibilities of the ULC relation (see Fig. 1) correspond to the two truth values of a propositional variable. This
correspondence will be exploited in the design of the polynomial reduction from 3-SAT. For convenience, we introduce the
following terminology.
Deﬁnition 5. Suppose (a,b). We say a is horizontal (vertical, resp.) with respect to b, or a is horizontally instantiated (verti-
cally instantiated, resp.), if M(a) is related to M(b) by the RA relation si ⊗ f (s ⊗ fi, resp.).
The following proposition is the basis of the reduction to be introduced in Section 4.
Proposition 1. The ULC relation  is deﬁnable in the CDC.
Proof. Two auxiliary variables w1 and w2 are introduced. Let
N = {u O w1,w1 E:SE:S:O u, v O w1,w1 E:SE:S v, v O w2,w2 E:SE:S:O v,u O w2,w2 E:SE:S u}. (16)
A basic constraint is imposed to each pair of variables in {u, v} × {w1,w2} ∪ {w1,w2} × {u, v}. Note the network N is
incomplete, as the constraints between u and v are u ∗ v and v ∗ u, which are omitted in the equation.
First, we show that if {a,b, c1, c2} is a solution of N (see Fig. 5(a) and (b) for illustration), then a and b have the
ULC relation. Therefore we need to prove (i) M(a) and M(b) have the same upper left corner point, and (ii) M(a) is
not contained in M(b), and vice versa. According to the network N , we have that a O c1, c1 E:SE:S:O a, and b O c1,
c1 E:SE:S b, which directly imply that M(a) and M(b) have the same upper left corner point as M(c1) does (see Fig. 5(a)).
Furthermore, because c1 E:SE:S:O a and c1 E:SE:S b, we know M(a) is not contained in M(b). Similarly, M(b) is not
contained in M(a) (see Fig. 5(b)). Therefore, a and b have the ULC relation.
On the other hand, if (a,b) is an instance of , then it is easy to ﬁnd c1, c2 such that {a,b, c1, c2} is a solution of N . 
4. Consistency checking of conjunctive constraint networks
This section proves that consistency checking of incomplete basic CDC networks is an NP-hard problem. We achieve
this by reducing the 3-SAT problem to the consistency checking problem RSAT(Bdir ∪ {∗}). For each 3-SAT instance φ, we
W. Liu, S. Li / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 175 (2011) 2155–2169 2161Fig. 6. Illustrations of spatial variables in { f p , f¬p , f 0p ,up,u¬p}: (a) the frame spatial variables f p , f¬p, f 0p ; (b) a solution of Np where up is horizontally
instantiated; (c) a solution of Np where up is vertically instantiated.
construct an incomplete basic CDC network Nφ in polynomial time, and show that φ is satisﬁable if and only if Nφ is
consistent.
In this section, we assume V = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} is a set of propositional variables. Suppose φ = c1 ∧ c2 ∧ · · · ∧ cm , where
clause c j is of the form p∗r ∨ p∗s ∨ p∗t and p∗r , p∗s , p∗t are literals over V . We ﬁrst introduce a basic CDC network Np for
each propositional variable p ∈ V , and then introduce a basic CDC network Nc for each clause c. The basic CDC network
Nφ is deﬁned as the union of all Nc j (1  j  m). Note that when expressing the constraints in Nc , for simplicity, we
often use non-CDC constraints which are deﬁnable in the CDC. We stress that if such a constraint, e.g., (u, v), appears, we
always assume that it is replaced by the constraints in the CDC network that deﬁnes it, e.g., constraints in N . In particular,
constraints in the form of s ⊗ f(u, v) (o ⊗ f(u, v), o ⊗ fi(u, v), o ⊗ eq(u, v), resp.) should be replaced by the constraints in the
network Ns⊗f (No⊗f , No⊗fi , No⊗eq , resp.), deﬁned in Eqs. (11)–(14). Furthermore, auxiliary variables for different non-CDC
constraints should be different.
Note. In a slight abuse of notation, we will use variables f ,u, v,w in this section with subscripts and/or superscripts to
denote both spatial variables and the regions in a solution (if any) that correspond to them, which will make the statements
much clearer.
4.1. CDC constraints related to propositional variables
For each propositional variable p, we introduce ﬁve spatial variables up , u¬p , f p , f¬p , and f 0p , and deﬁne a basic CDC
network Np which is incomplete. Shortly we will show that Np is consistent and has a solution in which all the above
ﬁve spatial variables are rectangles. In the following informal description, we assume the ﬁve variables are all rectangles for
simplicity. The network Np will ensure the two requirements:
• The conﬁguration of f p, f¬p, f 0p is as shown in Fig. 6(a);
• Suppose f p, f¬p, f 0p are predeﬁned. The conﬁguration of up,u¬p has two possibilities (cf. Fig. 6(b) and (c)).
The second condition is mainly achieved by the fact that up is horizontal w.r.t. f p iff u¬p is vertical w.r.t. f¬p , which is
guaranteed by the following constraints (see Fig. 6(b) and (c)):
• up is contained in f¬p and has the ULC relation with f p ,
• u¬p contains f p , and is contained in f 0p , and has the ULC relation with f¬p ,• up and u¬p have the ULC relation.
The following deﬁnition speciﬁes constraints in Np formally.
Deﬁnition 6. Let p be a propositional variable, and up,u¬p, f p, f¬p, f 0p be ﬁve spatial variables. The basic CDC network Np
has exactly the following constraints
s ⊗ f( f p, f¬p), s ⊗ f
(
f¬p, f 0p
)
,
s ⊗ f(up, f¬p), s ⊗ f( f p,u¬p), s ⊗ f
(
u¬p, f 0p
)
,
(up, f p), (u¬p, f¬p), (up,u¬p), (17)
where s ⊗ f and  should be replaced by constraints in Eqs. (11) and (16) respectively. The non-CDC constraints appearing
in Np are replaced by the basic CDC constraints that deﬁne them. We call up and u¬p the dual spatial variables for p, and
call f p , f¬p , and f 0p the frame spatial variables for p.
2162 W. Liu, S. Li / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 175 (2011) 2155–2169Fig. 7. Possible positions for the lower right corner points of up (a) and u¬p (b), (c),
We note that apart from up,u¬p, f p, f¬p, f 0p , the network Np also involves six other auxiliary spatial variables, which
are introduced by the three ULC constraints.
Two solutions of Np are shown in Fig. 6, where up is horizontally instantiated (w.r.t. both f p and u¬p) in the solution
shown in Fig. 6(b), but vertically instantiated in the solution shown in Fig. 6(c). Though its position is not determined, we
know that the lower right corner of M(up) is in the interior of the shaded upper left (lower right, resp.) sub-rectangle if
up is horizontal (vertical, resp.) w.r.t. f p (see Fig. 7(a)). We next show that in any solution of Np , up is vertical w.r.t. f p if
and only if u¬p is horizontal w.r.t. f¬p .
Proposition 2. Let Np be the basic CDC network for propositional variable p. Suppose {up,u¬p , f p, f¬p, f 0p } is a solution of Np . Then
up is vertical w.r.t. f p iff u¬p is horizontal w.r.t. f¬p .
Proof. It is clear that the mbrs of up,u¬p, f p, f¬p, f 0p have the same upper left corner point. We now consider the lower
right corner points of M(up) and M(u¬p). The constraints (up, f p) and s⊗ f(up, f¬p) restrict the lower right corner point
of M(up) to the shaded part in Fig. 7(a). Similarly, the constraints (u¬p, f¬p) and s ⊗ f(u¬p, f 0p ) restrict the lower right
corner point of M(u¬p) to the shaded part in Fig. 7(b). By constraint s ⊗ f( f p,u¬p), the possible area of the lower right
corner point of M(u¬p) is further restricted to the shaded part in Fig. 7(c).
Therefore, if up and u¬p are both vertical or both horizontal, then the lower right corner point of M(up) must be in
M(u¬p), which implies M(up) ⊂ M(u¬p) as their upper left corner points are the same. This contradicts the constraint
(up,u¬p) in Np , which requires that M(up) and M(u¬p) are partially overlapping. Therefore, up and u¬p cannot be
vertical or horizontal at the same time, i.e., up is vertical w.r.t. f p iff u¬p is horizontal w.r.t. f¬p . 
The mutual exclusion of vertically and horizontally instantiations of dual variables up,u¬p corresponds to the mutual
exclusion of the truth values of p and its negation ¬p.
For each propositional variable pi ∈ V = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, we introduce dual spatial variables
ui ≡ upi and u¬i ≡ u¬pi , (18)
and three frame spatial variables
f i ≡ f pi , f¬i ≡ f¬pi and f 0i ≡ f 0pi , (19)
and construct, as described above in Deﬁnition 6, a basic CDC network Npi over spatial variables {ui,u¬i, f i, f¬i, f 0i }.
In order to ﬁx the relative direction between frame spatial variables for different propositional variables (cf. Fig. 8), we
introduce a set of reference spatial variables. Precisely, let
Vref =
{
wref , fref , f¬ref , f 0ref
}
, (20)
Nref =
{
wref O fref O f¬ref O f 0ref , f
0
ref S:O f¬ref S:O fref S:O wref
}
, (21)
where the shorthand, say, x S:O y S:O z denotes that x S:O y and y S:O z. Note that the reference variable wref in Vref
will be used in the next subsection when constructing the basic CDC networks for propositional clauses. Furthermore, we
require∥∥( f1, fref ), ∥∥( f¬1, f¬ref ), ∥∥( f 01 , f 0ref ), (22)∥∥( f i+1, f i), ∥∥( f¬(i+1), f¬i), ∥∥( f 0i+1, f 0i ) (1 i < n) (23)
where the relation ‖ is deﬁned in Eq. (15). Note that these 3n parallel constraints introduce 3n new auxiliary variables.
Deﬁnition 7. We write NV for the set of basic CDC constraints that includes exactly those constraints in Nref and Np for
each p ∈ V , and those basic CDC constraints that deﬁne the parallel relations speciﬁed in Eqs. (22) and (23).
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Example 3. A solution of NV is constructed as follows (see Fig. 8 for an illustration).
wref = [0,0.5] × [0.9,1], (24)
fref = [0,0.5] × [0.7,1], (25)
f¬ref = [0,0.5] × [0.4,1], (26)
f 0ref = [0,0.5] × [0.2,1]. (27)
For each propositional variable pi , we deﬁne f i, f¬i , and f 0i as follows.
f i = [i, i + 0.3] × [0.7,1], (28)
f¬i = [i, i + 0.6] × [0.4,1], (29)
f 0i = [i, i + 0.8] × [0.2,1]. (30)
The network NV does not impose new constraints on ui and u¬i . Therefore, we can lay ui horizontally and u¬i vertically,
or vice versa. For example, we may deﬁne (see u1 and u¬1 in Fig. 8 for illustration).
ui = [i, i + 0.5] × [0.8,1], u¬i = [i, i + 0.4] × [0.3,1], (31)
or vice versa (see ui and u¬i in Fig. 8 for illustration),
ui = [i, i + 0.2] × [0.5,1], u¬i = [i, i + 0.7] × [0.6,1]. (32)
4.2. CDC constraints related to clauses
In the above subsection, we have set up the correspondence between the truth value (true/false) of a propositional
variable p and the vertical/horizontal state of the corresponding spatial variable up . This subsection introduces for each
clause c ≡ p∗r ∨ p∗s ∨ p∗t (1 r < s < t  n) a basic CDC constraint network Nc .
Note that clause c rules out those assignments π such that π(pi) = false iff p∗i is positive in c for i = r, s, t . We next
construct a network Nc which excludes the conﬁgurations in which ui is horizontally instantiated iff p∗i is positive in c for
i = r, s, t . Write u∗i for the spatial variable that corresponds to p∗i , i.e.,
u∗i =
{
ui, if p∗i = pi,
u¬i, if p∗i = ¬pi .
(33)
Then, Nc should rule out the conﬁgurations in which u∗i are horizontally instantiated for i = r, s, t . Assume that statei is a
vertical/horizontal state that takes values in {vertical, horizontal}. It will be proved that, for each 3-tuple (stater, states, statet)
of vertical/horizontal states, Nc has a solution in which u∗i is in statei for i = r, s, t if and only if stater, states, statet are not
all horizontal.
We next give an intuitive explanation for the construction of constraints in Nc . Consider the frames of pr , ps , and pt .
We introduce four auxiliary spatial variables wc0,w
c
rs,w
c
st , and w
c
1 such that they are “bridged” by f
0
r , f
0
s , and f
0
t in the
sense that their x-projections are overlapped one by one in the ordering wc0, f
0
r ,w
c
rs, f
0
s ,w
c
st , f
0
t ,w
c
1 (see Fig. 9). The spatial
variables u∗i (i = r, s, t) may be either horizontally or vertically instantiated. To exclude the case in which u∗r , u∗s , and u∗t are
all horizontally instantiated, we introduce a new spatial variable vc and several related constraints. Intuitively, the mbr of
vc has the form as shown in Fig. 10(a), but the interior of vc is disjoint from spatial variables in
Xc ≡
{
wc ,u∗r ,wcrs,u∗s ,wcst ,u∗t ,wc
}
. (34)0 1
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Fig. 10. Illustrations of the situations in which (a) the gap condition is satisﬁed, and (b) the gap condition is violated.
Note that this happens only if u∗r , u∗s , and u∗t do not bridge all the gaps between wc0,wcrs , wcst , and wc1. In what follows, we
refer to this as the gap condition.
The gap condition is fulﬁlled by imposing the following constraints:
x O vc (x ∈ Xc), (35)
vc E:SE:S wc0, vc S:SW :W wc1, (36)
vc E:SE:S:SW :W x
(
x ∈ {u∗r ,wcrs,u∗s ,wcst ,u∗t }). (37)
Note that the constraint of vc to a spatial variable x in Xc does not contain tile name O . This means that the interior of
vc is disjoint from M(x). From constraints wc0 O vc and vc E:SE:S wc0, we know M(vc) has the same upper left corner
point as M(wc0). Similarly, M(vc) has the same upper right corner point as M(wc1).
Assume the gap condition is violated. This means that there is no gap between any two consecutive regions in Xc (see
Fig. 10(b)). In this case, the union of the mbrs of these regions contains the rectangle Ix(vc) × I y(wc0), and it should be
excluded from the interior of vc . This contradicts the requirement that M(vc) shares the same upper left corner point with
wc0. Therefore, the constraints in Eqs. (35)–(37) are not satisﬁable if the gap condition is violated.
On the other hand, suppose there is a gap between two consecutive regions in Xc (see Fig. 10(a)). It is straightforward
to check that all the constraints are satisﬁed if we let vc be the region obtained (after necessary regularization) from
subtracting regions in Xc from a rectangle which has the same upper left (upper right, resp.) corner point as wc0 (w
c
1, resp.),
and is “deeper” than any regions in X .
After an intuitive description, we formally deﬁne the basic CDC constraints in Nc for clause c ≡ p∗r ∨ p∗s ∨ p∗t in φ,
introducing spatial variables wc0,w
c
rs,w
c
st ,w
c
1 and vc .
We begin with the constraints involving the four “pier” spatial variables wc0,w
c
rs , w
c
st , and w
c
1. As shown in Fig. 9, these
variables are interpreted as rectangles that are bridged by the frames f 0r , f
0
s , and f
0
t .∥∥(wc0,wref ), ∥∥(wc1,wc0), (38)
o ⊗ f(wc0, fr), (39){
o ⊗ eq( fr,wcrs), o ⊗ eq(wcrs, f s), if p∗r = pr,
o ⊗ fi( f¬r,wcrs), o ⊗ eq(wcrs, f s), if p∗r = ¬pr, (40){
o ⊗ eq( f s,wcst), o ⊗ eq(wcst , ft), if p∗s = ps,
o ⊗ fi( f¬s,wc ), o ⊗ eq(wc , ft), if p∗ = ¬ps, (41)st st s
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Fig. 12. Possible conﬁgurations of ur and u¬s : (a) ur is horizontally instantiated; (b) ur is vertically instantiated; (c) u¬s is horizontally instantiated; (d) u¬s
is vertically instantiated.{
o ⊗ fi( ft,wc1), if p∗t = pt,
o ⊗ fi( f¬t,wc1), if p∗t = ¬pt . (42)
Note the constraints ‖ and o⊗ f, o⊗eq, o⊗ fi in the above equations are shorthands of the basic CDC constraints that deﬁne
them (see Examples 1 and 2). The ﬁrst equation (Eq. (38)) requires that wc0 and w
c
1 are of the same height as the reference
spatial variable wref . The second equation (Eq. (39)) speciﬁes the rectangle relation between wc0 and fr . The third equation
(Eq. (40)) speciﬁes that wcrs is of the same height as the inner frame f i of ui . The position of w
c
rs , however, depends on
the sign of literal p∗r . If p∗r is positive, then we require wcrs to bridge the gap between fr and f s; otherwise, we require
wcrs to bridge the gap between f¬r and f s . The constraints involving wcst , speciﬁed in Eq. (41), are similar. The last equation
(Eq. (42)) speciﬁes that ft overlaps wc1 if p
∗
t is positive, and f¬t overlaps wc1 otherwise.
We illustrate the construction of the above constraints with an example.
Example 4. Consider the clause c = pr ∨ ¬ps ∨ pt . Fig. 11 illustrates the conﬁguration of variables wc0,wcrs,wcst ,wc1 with
respect to the frame variables for pr, ps and pt . The network Nc speciﬁes that o⊗ f(wc0, fr); o⊗eq( fr,wcrs),o⊗eq(wcrs, f s);
o ⊗ fi( f¬s,wcst), o ⊗ eq(wcst , ft); and o ⊗ fi( ft ,wc1).
Fig. 12 examines the possible position of u∗r = ur and u∗s = u¬s .
If ur is horizontally instantiated, then the gap between ur and u¬s is certainly bridged by wcrs (Fig. 12(a)); if ur is verti-
cally instantiated, then it is possible to make ur “thin” enough so that the gap between ur and u¬s is maintained (Fig. 12(b)).
Similar results hold for u¬s (see Fig. 12(c,d) for illustration). In case ur , u¬s , and ut are all horizontally instantiated, then
there is no gap between any consecutive two of the seven regions in Xc . Otherwise, if any of ur , u¬s , and ut is vertically
instantiated, then it is possible to maintain some gap.
Combining these with the constraints in Eqs. (35)–(37) involving the spatial variable vc , we are now ready to intro-
duce Nc .
Deﬁnition 8. The basic CDC network Nc for c = p∗r ∨ p∗s ∨ p∗t has exactly the basic CDC constraints, explicitly or implicitly,
in NV (see Deﬁnition 7), and those in Eqs. (35)–(42).
Note that two new parallel relations are introduced in Nc . The spatial variable set of Nc includes those in NV , and
vc,wc0,w
c
rs,w
c
st ,w
c
1, and two auxiliary variables for constructing parallel relations.
Proposition 3. Suppose Nc is the basic CDC network deﬁned for clause c ≡ p∗r ∨ p∗s ∨ p∗t . In any solution of Nc , if u∗r (u∗s , u∗t , resp.) is
horizontally instantiated, then its mbr bridges the gap between M(wc0) (M(wcrs), M(wcst), resp.) and M(wcrs) (M(wcst), M(wc1),
resp.).
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p∗r is positive, then u∗r = ur by deﬁnition (see Eq. (33)), and fr bridges the gap between M(wc0) and M(wcrs) by the
construction of Nc (see Eqs. (39) and (40)). Assume u∗r is horizontally instantiated, i.e., ur is horizontally instantiated. Since
Ix( fr) s Ix(ur) s Ix( f¬r), we know u∗r also bridges the gap between M(wc0) and M(wcrs). If p∗r is negative, then u∗r is
u¬r and f¬r bridges the gap between M(wc0) and M(wcrs). Assume u∗r is horizontally instantiated, i.e., u¬r is horizontally
instantiated. Since Ix( f¬r) s Ix(u¬r), we still have u∗r bridges the gap between M(wc0) and M(wcrs). The cases for u∗s and
u∗t can be similarly proved. 
We now show that Nc has the following property.
Proposition 4. Suppose Nc is the basic CDC network deﬁned for clause c = p∗r ∨ p∗s ∨ p∗t (r < s < t). Assume, moreover, π : V →{true, false} is a truth assignment. Then the following statements are equivalent:
• π satisﬁes c, that is, at least one of the three literals p∗r , p∗s , and p∗t is true under π ;• Nc has a solution such that ui is vertically instantiated in the solution iff π(pi) = true for i = r, s, t.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove that, if π does not satisfy c, then Nc has no solution in which ui is vertically instantiated iff
π(pi) = true for i = r, s, t . Or equivalently, if π(p∗i ) = false for i = r, s, t , then Nc has no solution in which u∗i is hori-
zontally instantiated for i = r, s, t . We prove this statement by contradiction. Suppose Nc has a solution in which u∗i is
horizontally instantiated for all i = r, s, t . Then, by Proposition 3, u∗r bridges the gap between M(wc0) and M(wcrs); u∗s
bridges the gap between M(wcrs) and M(wcst); and u∗t bridges the gap between M(wcst) and M(wc1) (cf. Fig. 10(b)). Let
Ac = M(vc)
∖(⋃{M(x): x ∈ Xc}),
where Xc is deﬁned as in Eq. (34). It is clear that M(Ac) is a proper subset of M(vc). Because the interior of vc is disjoint
from M(x) (x ∈ Xc), we have vc ⊆ Ac . This leads to a contradiction. Therefore, if π does not satisfy c, then Nc has no
solution in which ui is vertically instantiated iff π(pi) = true for i = r, s, t .
On the other hand, suppose π satisﬁes c. We construct a solution of Nc in which ui is vertically instantiated iff π(pi) =
true for i = r, s, t . Variables in NV other than ui,u¬i (1 i  n) are deﬁned as the same in Example 3.
For each propositional variable pi , we deﬁne ui and u¬i as follows (cf. Fig. 6).
ui =
{ [i, i + 0.2] × [0.5,1], if π(pi) is true,
[i, i + 0.5] × [0.8,1], otherwise, (43)
u¬i =
{ [i, i + 0.7] × [0.6,1], if π(pi) is true,
[i, i + 0.4] × [0.3,1], otherwise. (44)
For clause c ≡ p∗r ∨ p∗s ∨ p∗t , we deﬁne the “pier” variables as follows.
wc0 = [r − 0.05, r + 0.05] × [0.9,1], (45)
wcrs =
{ [r + 0.25, s + 0.05] × [0.7,1], if p∗r = pr,
[r + 0.55, s + 0.05] × [0.7,1], otherwise, (46)
wcst =
{ [s + 0.25, t + 0.05] × [0.7,1], if p∗s = ps,
[s + 0.55, t + 0.05] × [0.7,1], otherwise, (47)
wc1 =
{ [t + 0.25, t + 0.85] × [0.9,1], if p∗t = pt,
[t + 0.55, t + 0.85] × [0.9,1], otherwise. (48)
For example, the solution constructed for clause c = pr ∨ ¬ps ∨ pt and truth assignment π :
π(pr) = false, π(ps) = true, π(pt) = true,
is shown in Fig. 13(a) (regions wc0,w
c
rs,w
c
st ,w
c
1 and vc) and (b) (regions ur,u¬r , us,u¬s,ut ,u¬t).
It is straightforward to verify that the three gaps between wc0,w
c
rs,w
c
st ,w
c
1 are all bridged iff u
∗
r ,u
∗
s ,u
∗
t are all horizon-
tally instantiated. Let vc be the region obtained by subtracting from [r − 0.05, t + 0.85] × [0,1] the union of x (x ∈ Xc).
Since the values of p∗r , p∗s , and p∗t are not all false, we know that at least one of the gaps between the “pier” variables
is maintained. This guarantees that the above instantiation of vc satisﬁes all constraints in Nc involving vc . Therefore, we
have constructed a solution of Nc with the desired property. 
As a corollary, we know in particular that Nc is consistent, and at least one of u∗r , u∗s , and u∗t is vertically instantiated in
any solution of Nc .
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Deﬁnition 9. For a 3-SAT instance φ =∧mj=1 c j over V = {p1, . . . , pn}, we deﬁne Nc j as the basic CDC network for clause c j
as in Deﬁnition 8, and deﬁne Nφ as the (incomplete) basic CDC network that is the union of all Nc j (1 j m).
We next show φ is satisﬁable if Nφ is satisﬁable.
Lemma 1. Let φ be a 3-SAT instance and let Nφ be the basic CDC network of φ . If Nφ is satisﬁable, then φ is also satisﬁable.
Proof. Let a be a solution of Nφ . Deﬁne a truth assignment π : {p1, . . . , pn} → {true, false} as: π(pi) = true if and only if ui
is vertically instantiated in a. For each clause c of φ, we know a is also a solution of Nc . By deﬁnition of π , we know in
particular that ui is vertically instantiated in a if and only if π(pi) is true for i = r, s, t . By Proposition 4, π satisﬁes c. Due
to the arbitrariness of c, we know π satisﬁes φ. Therefore, φ is satisﬁable. 
On the other hand, we show Nφ is satisﬁable if φ is satisﬁable.
Lemma 2. Let φ be a 3-SAT instance and let Nφ be the basic CDC network of φ . If φ is satisﬁable, then Nφ is also satisﬁable.
Proof. Suppose π : V → {true, false} is a truth assignment. A solution for Nφ can be constructed by following exactly the
same procedures as we have used in Proposition 4. Note that there are no direct constraints between variables in Xc and
Xc′ , where c, c′ are two different clauses. We instantiate vc as in Proposition 4. It is easy to see that the assignment satisﬁes
Nc for each clause c of φ. Therefore, the network Nφ is also satisﬁable. 
As a consequence of the above results, we have
Theorem 1. Deciding the consistency of incomplete basic CDC networks is an NP-hard problem.
Proof. We prove the NP-hardness of consistency checking of incomplete basic CDC networks by a reduction from 3-SAT. For
each 3-SAT instance φ, we deﬁne an incomplete basic CDC network Nφ . Lemmas 1 and 2 show that the 3-SAT instance φ
is satisﬁable if and only if the basic CDC network Nφ is satisﬁable. It is not hard to show that the number of variables in
Nφ is linear to the number of variables and clauses in φ.2 This shows that the size of Nφ is polynomial in the size of φ. So
we have reduced 3-SAT in polynomial time to the consistency problem of incomplete basic CDC networks. 
To determine the consistency of an incomplete basic CDC network, we non-deterministically replace all unspeciﬁed
constraints with basic constraints and then determine the consistency of the complete basic CDC network by the cubic time
2 In fact there are 14n + 7m + 4 spatial variables and 9n + 2m auxiliary variables in Nφ , where n and m are the number of variables and clauses,
respectively, of φ.
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corollary of our main theorem, we have
Corollary 1. Deciding the consistency of an incomplete basic CDC network is NP-complete.
Remark 3. Let
S = {O , E, W , E:O , W :O , S:O , E:SE:S, W :SW :S, E:SE:S:O , W :SW :S:O , E:SE:S:SW :W }. (49)
It is worthwhile to note that, in the reduction, only the universal relation and the 11 basic CDC relations in S are used to
construct constraints in the network Nφ . Therefore, we actually have proved that RSAT(S ∪ {∗}) is NP-hard.
5. The reduction to the consistency problem in CDCd
The CDC is deﬁned for connected regions. If regions are allowed to be possibly disconnected, then we obtain a variant
of the CDC [17], written CDCd in this paper. Is the reduction described in Section 4 applicable to CDCd? The answer is yes!
This is because, in the reduction, we do not use the connectedness property at all. Note that each basic CDC relation is
contained in the corresponding basic CDCd relation, and the non-CDC relations used in the reduction are also deﬁnable in
CDCd . Moreover, all deﬁnitions and results obtained in Sections 3 and 4 can be applied to CDCd . Therefore, we have
Theorem 2. Deciding the consistency of incomplete basic CDCd networks is NP-hard.
This suggests that the O (n5) algorithm Consistency devised in [17] for determining the consistency of basic CDCd net-
works is incomplete.
Suppose N is a possibly incomplete basic CDCd network. Consistency ﬁrst transforms constraints in N into a network
Npa of Point Algebra (PA) constraints (which is possibly also incomplete). It then calls the Cspan algorithm of van Beek [18]
to compute a solution of Npa and transforms the solution into a maximal one (see [17, Deﬁnition 10 and Theorem 2] for
the details). The algorithm then returns “consistency” if this particular maximal solution satisﬁes a property called the “NTB
property” [17, Section 4.3], and returns “inconsistency” otherwise.
Because the PA network Npa is possibly incomplete, it may have exponentially many different (maximal) solutions.3 As
a polynomial algorithm, Cspan returns only one solution of Npa . It has been proved [17, Theorem 3] that N is consistent if
and only if Npa has a maximal solution which satisﬁes the NTB property. However, for some PA network Npa , only some,
instead of all, maximal solutions satisfy the NTB property. So to assure that N is inconsistent, we need to try all different
maximal solutions of Npa , which may take exponential time. Consistency, however, checks the NTB property for only one
maximal solution (i.e., the one constructed based on the result of Cspan). This explains why it is an incomplete algorithm
for checking the consistency of basic CDCd networks.
Take the inconsistent basic network in [17, Example 13] as an example. This network is deﬁned as
N = {x N:E:O y, x O :S:W z, y SW z}. (50)
The inconsistency of N is detected by Cspan. In fact, Consistency ﬁrst transforms N into a network Npa of PA con-
straints, and then computes a maximal solution of Npa based on the result of Cspan with input Npa . Write m for this
maximal solution. Consistency ﬁnally returns “inconsistency” after ﬁnding that m does not satisfy the NTB property. So far
so good. Let N ′ be the network obtained by removing the third constraint (y SW z) from N . It is easy to see that N ′ is
consistent. For this network, Consistency ﬁrst computes a set N ′pa of PA constraints, which is a subset of Npa , and then tries
to ﬁnd a maximal solution of N ′pa , which could possibly be m. If this happens, the algorithm would return “inconsistency”
for N ′ because m does not satisfy the NTB property. This is, however, incorrect.
Even so, the algorithm in [17] works correctly for complete basic CDC networks. This is because, for a complete basic CDC
network, the maximal solution (if any) of the PA network Npa is unique, and Consistency then checks whether this unique
maximal solution satisﬁes the NTB property. If the solution does not satisfy the NTB property, Consistency would correctly
return “inconsistency”, because there is no other maximal solution which can satisfy the NTB property; in fact, there is no
other maximal solution at all.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proved that deciding the consistency of incomplete basic CDC networks is an NP-hard problem.
Combined with the tractable result reported in [11], this draws a sharp boundary between the tractable and intractable
subclasses of the CDC. It seems that the CDC is the ﬁrst known qualitative calculus in which reasoning with conjunctive
3 Two solutions of a PA network are regarded as different if the orderings of the points in the two solutions are different.
W. Liu, S. Li / Artiﬁcial Intelligence 175 (2011) 2155–2169 2169constraints is NP-hard, while reasoning with explicit constraints is in P. Our result is achieved by using a polynomial re-
duction from 3-SAT, which is also applicable to CDCd , the cardinal direction calculus for possibly disconnected regions. This
suggests that the O (n5) algorithm in [17] is incomplete for checking the consistency of basic CDC networks. Future work
will consider approximating methods for solving the consistency decision problem in the CDC.
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